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C. 6. Brown, D.E. Canadian tusiness and Econo:lics: A Cuide to Sources  

of Information. Ozta:.a, Canadian Library Assoc., 1973. 

The title tells all. 

7. Canada, Departmant of Finance. Economic Review. (pub'd. each April) 
Ottawa, Information Canada. 

Department of Finance's annual publication giving a statistical overvi=..w 
of the econamy as well as a dispussion and analysis of trends and the 
impact of importan: isaues. This data and analysis is the basis on 
which federal government filaal and taxation policies rest. 

8. Economic Council of Canada. Annual Reviews. 

9.• First  Annual Review: Economic Goals far Canada-to 1970.  Ottawa, Queen's 
Printer,' '1965. 

An examination of the problem of achieving simultaneously and consisten - ly 
. certain basic acencmic and sccial goals in the Canadian economy from 
1965 to 1970. 

10. Second Annual Review: Towards Sustained  and Balanced Growth. Ottawa, 
Queen'a Printer, 19E5. 

An appraisal of the economy in the recent past in relation to the goals set 
In the first review and an examination of specific issues: factors 
affecting preductivizy and sustainad, stable, and regionally balanced growth. 

11. Third Annual 'Review: Prices, Productivity and Emoloyment.  Ottawa, Qu een s 
Printer,- 1966. 

A review of the past year plus a special study of factors affactine pri-es, 
costs, prcductivity, and incomes in the context of sustained ecenom-'a 
growth, rising standards of living, and high levels . of employment and trade: 

12. Fourth Anr.ual 7.ev1ew: The Canadian Economy: rrom  the  1960ect to th--  
Ottawa,  Queen's  Prince:,  1967. 

The main purpose of this review  is  to bring up to date and eutend further 
into the future the appraisal in the first review of the medium and longer 
terà potaatials for the  growth and'development of the Canadian economy. 

13. Fifth Annual Raview: The Challeaee  of  • Growth and Cbanee.  Queen's Pr 4ntr, 
Ottawa, 1963. 

A discussion of grewth in general and with respect to Canada; an analysis 
or major structurel s:lifts in the Canadian economy with special referenae 
to agriculture; an exa7lination of the goal of an equitaUe sharing  cf  
rising incomee with respect to poverty and fedaral regional development. 
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